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Introduction

Overview

Having several proofs for the same theorem can teach you
something.

We compare human(-ish) proofs with automatically generated
proofs.

How different are they?

We focus on comparing the different premises.
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Introduction

The Human Proofs: Mizar

Mizar is an Interactive Theorem Prover (ITP) based on set
theory + classical first-order logic (FOL).

Its library contains around 50000 theorems.

Its focus is pure mathematics. Many highlights:

Jordan curve theorem
Gödel completeness theorem
Euler’s polyhedron formula
. . .

Essentially the contents of a undergraduate mathematics curriculum
can be found formalized in the Mizar Mathematical Library
(MML), and much more: algebra, analysis, logic, geometry, . . .
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Introduction

ATP and Machine Learning

Automated Theorem Provers (ATPs) take a set of premises and a
conjecture try to automatically find a proof of the conjecture from
the premises.

They are (usually) resolution based (brute-force search for
contradiction).

Proving with a large library like Mizar’s requires smart premise
selection methods.

Machine leaning: learn what is useful from the large number of
proofs.

With such machine learning-based premise selection and the
Vampire ATP, we found 9141 proofs (slightly less than 20% of the
whole MML).
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Introduction

MPTP

To get machine proofs of Mizar theorems, we first need to translate
them format suitable for an automated theorem prover (ATP)

MPTP (Mizar Problems for Theorem Provers) is a translation
from Mizar to pure one-sorted first-order logic.

The intention behind the Mizar Mathematical Library is that its
contents are theorems of a conservative extension of Tarski set
theory and its proofs of the MML are natural deduction proofs in
classical first-order logic with identity.

Nonetheless, considerable effort is required to map the “interactive
content” of any particular Mizar item into a pure one-sorted
first-order setting.
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Experiment

Experiment Overview

1 Mine the exact minimal proof dependencies from all human-written
Mizar proofs;

2 Learn premise selection from the minimal proof dependencies;

3 Using an ATP (Vampire) to prove new conjectures from the best
selected premises.
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Experiment

Learning What is Useful: The Problem

The MML has 50000 theorems alone. It has 100000 premises all
together (definitions, etc.).

How can we find what is useful for proving, for example, that
lim cn = lim an + i lim bn for convergent real sequences (an), (bn),
and a complex sequence (cn)?

We look at the symbols and terms in the formula.

We look at previous proofs containing such terms and symbols.

We use machine learning (statistical) methods to select the relevant
premises.
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Experiment

Learning What is Useful: Execution

There are about 10000 unique symbols in MMLand more than
1000000 unique terms in MML.

So the learning problem has over 1000000 input features.

The learning problem has about 100000 output features (MML
premises).

This is a challenging learning task!

We use naive Bayes learning (SNoW)

We use a 12-core hyperthreading Xeon 2.67 GHz server with 24 GB
RAM.

Getting a premise prediction for all MML theorems takes about 1
day of (parallelized) computing.

The result is a ranking of Mizar premises for each Mizar theorem.
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Experiment

Using ATPs to Prove the Conjectures
from the Selected Premises

The MML grows from axioms of set theory at the bottom to
advanced mathematics.

We could try to prove each MML theorem automatically from all
previously available premises. But that is very hard for ATPs like
Vampire (the search space is too big/too complex).

Thus for each theorem we use only the 200 most relevant MML
premises.

For each theorem we give Vampire 20 seconds to try to prove the
theorem from the 200 selected premises.

In 9141 cases (18% of all theorems), Vampire finds the proof
automatically.

So 18% the time, mathematicians do not have to think!
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Experiment

Mizar Dependencies

We need to find the exact dependencies of each Mizar theorem.

This isn’t that easy because human formalizers usually include
unnecessary information in their proofs.

Moreover, ITPs like Mizar often tacitly supply information to the
formalizer and carry out inferences that weren’t explicitly requested.

We need to elicit the implicit dependencies of a proof.

We then need to prune the dependencies because not all of them
are genuine.

Computing precise dependencies for the whole MML takes requires
about 2 weeks of nonstop computation.

The cost is obviously high. But the result is an exceptionally rich
resource for carrying out many experiments.
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Comparison

Comparison Overview

Our initial comparison is between sets of used premises:

the set of Mizar dependencies of a theorem

the set of premises used by Vampire

Solved by ATP 9141

Equal Premises 1060
Mizar Premises ⊂ ATP Premises 361
ATP Premises ⊂ Mizar Premises 2143
Orthogonal Premises 5577

Table: Proof Comparison Overview
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Comparison

Expanding Premises

Vampire and Mizar might disagree on the sets of premises they
use, but they can sometimes be made to agree:

Consider the situation:

A logically implies B,
B logically implies C ,
We have a proof of C from A, and
We have a proof of C from B.

Are these the two proofs really different? Maybe, maybe not!

If we “expand” the premise B to A, then we find that the two
proofs are using the same set of premises. (They are using same
mathematical/non-logical information.)

Often, when there is a disagreement between Mizar and Vampire,
we can get them to agree by expanding premises.
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Comparison

Mizar ⊂ ATP

In these cases the human (Mizar) proof is more general than the
ATP proof (prima facie).

Vampire reports the first proof it finds. It does not check whether
all the premises it uses are actually (semantically) needed. Some
junk premises may be present.

Which premises are junk? Even if the removal of a premise α from a
problem T with conjecture φ preserves its semantics (that is, even if
Mod(T ) = Mod(T − α)), Vampire may not be able to find a proof
of φ from T − α.

Assuming that Vampire’s search procedure is complete, a proof of
the conjecture from a junk-free problem can indeed be found. But
the search might require time and space that we don’t have.

Thus junk premises may be practically necessary, even though
they are semantically unnecessary.
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Comparison

ATP ⊂ Mizar

The ATP proof is (prima facie) more general than the corresponding
Mizar proof.

But, again, if we get equal premises after expanding, then in a sense
we don’t have a real generalization.

Explanation for some of the cases: Vampire works in unsorted
first-order logic, and they are not constrained by the Mizar’s
requirement that all types (sorts) should be provably inhabited.
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Comparison

ATP ⊂ Mizar(continued)

Trivial for Vampire, not for Mizar

theorem

for A being non empty Subset of REAL,

f being PartFunc of REAL, COMPLEX,

g be Function of A,COMPLEX

st f = g

holds

Re f = Re g

& Im f = Im g
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Comparison

Orthogonal Premises

This class of cases means that we find (prima facie) different proofs.
This could give additional insight because the two proofs are
apparently using different mathematical information.

Explanation for some cases: A human formalizer can overlook the
fact that the same or very similar theorem is already in the library.
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Comparison

Example 1

Convergent complex sequences

Let (cn) = (an + ibn) be a convergent complex sequence. Then
(an) and (bn) converge, lim an = Re(lim cn), and lim bn =
Im(lim cn).

The convergence of (an) and (bn) was done the same way by the
human and the ATP.

The human proof of the limit equations expands the definition of
complex limit and proves that a and b satisfy the definition of the
real limit.

The ATP proof noticed some useful previously proved theorems:
(1) if (an) and (bn) are convergent, then lim cn = lim an + i lim bn,
(2) Re(a + ib) = a, and (3) Im(a + ib) = b.
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Comparison

Example 2

Theorem 1 about negative numbers

If a ≤ b and b is negative, then so is a.

The proof uses the transitivity of the ≤ relation on real numbers.

Theorem 2 about positive numbers

If a ≤ b and a is positive, then so is b.

In the Mizar library, Theorem 2 is proved by repeating the proof of
Theorem 1 (copy-paste-edit).

Vampire discovered a different proof: just use Theorem 1!
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Comparison

Measuring Proof Complexity

Are the premises alone a good indicator on how complex a proof is?

The advantage to working only with sets of premises is that the
notion is simple to define and easy to work with.

Our metric: For a proof, take the union of all premises and their
premises, all the way up to the axioms. Then add the line of code
for each element of the union.

This can be used as a complexity measure. It shows how “deep” a
theorem is.

Again, we can compare ATP and Mizar proofs according to this
metric.

Analogous metric: count proof steps (an interesting blend of
syntax and semantics), rather than lines of code.
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Conclusion

Conclusion

An ATP often finds simpler proofs.

Our results can be useful for library maintainers (revise away
copy-paste-edit proofs) and ATP developers (analysis of failed
proofs, junk premises).

These results suggest a number of problems about the mapping of
rich logics into “spartan” logics such as one-sorted FOL. We find
here a fascinating blend of syntax and semantics.

We can use the data as testbed for proof mining, proof analysis,
theoretical criteria of proof identity, etc.

Large differences in proofs might even shed some light on human
cognitive processes in mathematics (proof style ∼ cognitive style?).

Various notions of proof comparison and proof metrics are available.
We have so far employed the set-of-premises metric and a recursive
line count metric. We are developing others.
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Conclusion

Further Reading

The Vampire Homepage.

The Mizar Homepage.
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